
 
Autobiography 
I was born to Jim Herbert and Chris Causey who are both pillars in this town of providing 
necessities to the public with a great heart. I grew up doing the same while working for King 
Coliseum, Shee Atika Restaurant and Orca Bay Bar. While I also work for many many other 
companies here providing my honest workmanship in various trades while keeping my prices 
based on a balance of what they earn. I expanded my knowledge leaving this town and working 
for various amazing companies all over the United States encompassing everything that had to 
do with building proper infrastructure. So that one day when I came home and stayed I could 
share my knowledge and experience with the youth of our town to help our work force grow. I’m 
running for assembly cause of the many local hands here pushing me to help their children find 
homes. 

 Advocacy Statement 

I believe we have had problems arising for the last 20 years in low income housing, 
educational tradesman courses, certifications, transient usage of local housing, economic 
development, cost of living and quality of life here in Sitka, Alaska. I traveled the states for the 
last twenty years to learn everything I possibly could, so I might bring that knowledge back 
home, while showing my community, that they might be inspired to grow, build and learn for 
themselves. I feel our job market is collapsing due to the lack of affordable housing, as well as 
the education into those growing fields of expertise workmanship. I believe our infrastructure is 
at a stalemate and needs to be bolstered into a new era while keeping our town unique and 
original. 
I will not sit back while I watch my town be destroyed and changed by a giant of industry, 
selling out the soul of our land. I am confident there is a balance that can be achieved with local 
industry as well as the tourist industry, we just need to be more mindful and observant of these 
features so we may adjust them accordingly. I would love to see locals and tourists enjoy our 
town without causing too much sorrow on either side with those changes. There are many 
projects we are looking at once to do, I just hope we are doing them with our mind set in the 
right place. We must come together and build our future. 

 


